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PHOTOGRAMMETR Y APPLIED TO AVALANCHE STUDIES 

By M. C. VAN WIJK 

(Photogrammetric R esearch, Division of Applied Physics, Nationa l R esearch Council , 
Ottawa 7, Ontario, Canada) 

ABSTRACT. Stereophotogra mmetric techniques were used for a study of snow ava lanches. The con tour 
lines of the avalanche slope were mapped from stereo-photographs taken before and a fter the occurrence o f 
the ava lanche. The o utline of the ava lanche front a t certa in ti me intervals a nd the conto" rs of the snow 
c loud were a lso p lo tted. A relative accuracy for the different maps of o· 7 m. on the terrain was esta blished. 

The volume of the snow cloud at four different stages of the ava lanche was determined from the maps. 
These volumes were a lso computed independentl y from coordinate readings that were made in the stereo 
models. The standard errors of bo th methods of volume d etermina tion were estimated to be 450 m .l a nd 
290 m .l respecti vely, representing errors of 5 per cent a nd 3 per cent of the average cloud volume. 

The photographs were ta ken with an accura tel y determin ed time interva l. Therefore, the velocity of 
the avala nche front could be determined fi'om the photogrammetri c measurements. 

RESUME. AppLication de La /JIlOtogrammetrie a L'etl/de des avalanches. Des techniques photogrammelriqu es furent 
uti lisees pour une etude d 'ava la nches. Les contours d e la pente d 'ava lanche Ont ete leves avec des stereo
pho tographies prises avant et aprcs I'avalanche. On a auss i dessine la ligne extcrieure du front d 'ava la nche 
a certains interva lles d e temps et les con tou rs du nuage de neige. Pour les d ifferentes ca rtes, I'erreur relative 
est de 0,7 m sur le terrain. 

A partir de ces ca rtes, on a de termine le volume du nuage de neige a qua tre stages differents d e I'avalanche. 
Ccs volu mes ont a uss i ete obtenus independa mment a pa rtir des coordon nees lues da ns les modeles stereo
scopiqucs. L 'erreur standa rd pour les deux methodes a donne respec ti vemen t 450 et 290 ml, so it une erreu r 
dc respec ti vement 5% et 3% du vo lume moyen du nuage. 

Les photogra phies ont e te determinees avec un interva lle de temps determine d 'une maniere precise. 
I1 en rcsul te que la vitesse du front d 'ava lanche pu t e tre determince par les mesures photogrammetriques. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Anwendllng der Photogrammetrie in del' Lawil1e11(orscllimg. FOr ein e Untersuchung von 
Sch neelawinen wurden stereopholOgrammetrische IVfe thoden a ngewandt. Die Hohenli nien d es Lawinen
" a nges wurden a us Stereobildpaa ren kart iert, die vor und nach dem Abgang der Lawine a ufgenomm en 
wurden . vVeiter wurden del' Umriss der Lawinenfront und die Hohen linien del' Schneewolke in bestimmten 
Zeitabschnitten a usgewertet. F ur die verschied enen Plane wurde eine relative Genauigke it von 0.7 m 
erreicht. 

Aus den Pla nen wurde das Volumen d el' Schn eewolke in 4 verschi edenen Sladien der Lawine bes timmt. 
E ine una bhangige Best immung diese l' Volumen erga b sich a us del' K oordin a tenmessung in den Slereo-
1110dellen . Die m ittleren Feh ler be ider M elhod en wurden zu ± 450 m l und :::: 290 m l abgeschatz t, was 
ein en Feh ler von 5% bzw. 3% des mittleren W olkenvolumens entspr icht. 

Die M essbildel' wurden in gena l! bestimmten Zeita bstanden a ufgenommen. D esha lb konnte a uch die 
Geschwindigkeil del' Lawinenfl'ont a us den photogra mmet rischcn lVlessungen crmiuclt werden. 

I. I NTRO DUCTIO N 

The determination of geometric and d yna mic characteristics of snow avalanches presents 
a n important problem in the study of avalanches and in particular, their destruc tive power. 
These characteristics cannot be determin ed with a ny degree of accuracy by the visual and 
motion-picture m ethods often used. 

A technique that may be applied in this respec t is terres tl"ial photogrammetl"y, som etimes 
used in topographical mapping of mountain areas. Besides m aps of the avalanche slope, this 
technique can provide information on the vo lume of snow that is moved by the ava la nche, 
the avalanche velocity and the volume of the snow cloud. These data are of great importance 
to the avalanche expert and are indispensable for designing defence structures. 

A joint project by the National R esearch Council and M cGill University was begun in 
1964 to study the various aspects of snow avalanches and the use of terrestrial photogrammetry 
in this respec t. The inves tigations that are described here were carried out on avalanches 
that were artificia lly released in Banff National Park, March 1965. More advanced experi
ments were planned for Alta, Utah in 1966. However, as a resu lt of very unusual snow 
conditions during this winter, no avalanche could be released. 

This paper covers the photogrammetric part of the project for which the N.R.C. assumed 
the responsibility. 
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2. PRE PARATIONS 

Ideally the cameras designated for the application of photogrammetry to avalanche 
studies should satisfy the following requirements: 

At least two photogrammetric cameras of stable dimensional characteristics should be 
used. 
The camera's elements of interior orientation, i. e. the focal distance, the principal point 
and the lens distortion should be accurately known. 
The cam eras should be equipped with a fast "between the lens" shutter. 
Accurate synchronization of the cameras should be assured. 
Accurate d etermination of the location of the camera stations and the orienta tion of the 
cam eras is desira ble. 
The film transport should be fast. A time interval between successive photographs of 
about one second would be d esirable. 
R elatively light cameras are preferable because of their transportation to the avalanche 
site. 
The lenses should be of high optical quality. 

The existing terrestrial or aerial survey cameras do not usua lly fulfill these requirem ents. 
Since designing and building of special cam eras could not be justified a t this stage of the 
project, compromises had to be accepted. Consequently two older Williamson Photo
grammetric Cameras, type O.S.C. , tha t were available to us, were used. These film cameras 
have a 23 cm. X 23 cm. photoforma t a nd a 152 mm. focal distance. The shutter is mounted 
inside the objective a nd exposure times of 1 / 100 sec. , 1 / 200 sec. or 1 / 300 sec. can be selected . 
A disadvantage of this camera is its weight, approxima tely go kg. Motor vehicles, therefore, 
must be provided to transport the cameras to the avalanche site. 

The time interval between consecutive exposures d epends on the speed of the film trans
port. For the O .S. C. cam era, this interva l is approximately 3 sec. However , after changing 
the gears of the film transport m echanism in the camera magazine, this time was shortened 
to a minimum exposure interva l of 1· 8 sec. An intervalometer was used to control the interval 
of the eXpOSUl"eS for both cameras. Synchronization of the shutters was accurate to 0·0 1 sec. 
under the prevailing temperature conditions at the avalanche site. 

Cam era supports were built to use the cameras with their optical axes in an approximately 
horizontal position (Fig. I). M eans for accurate orientation of the cameras were not provided ; 
the orientation of the cam era axes parallel to each other and perpendicular to the base was 
possible to an accuracy of approximately one d egree. 

3. FIELD OPERATIONS 

The slope selected for the experiments described in this report, was located in the Mount 
Temple area of Banff National Park. It has an average incline of approximately 45 degrees. 
The cameras were insta lled at both ends of a 127 .9 m. base line on a small rise at the foot 
of the m ountain , 300 m. below the top. The horizontal distance between the base line and 
the top of the m ountain was approximately 500 m. 

Five control points to be used for the orientation of the stereophotographs in the plotting 
instrument were established around the avalanche path. They were clearly defined details 
in the rocky parts of the slope in the area of the photographic overlap and were d etermined 
by theodolite intersection from the camera stations. 

The avalanche was released by m embers of the Warden Service and Ski Patrol of Banff 
National Park on 2 M arch 1965 at 12.15 M.S.T. The light conditions at this time proved 
very favourable for photographing the avalanche. Kodak Super XX Aerographic film was 
used . The cameras were equipped with minus blue filters and the exposure time was 1 / 200 sec. 
at f: 11. Three different stages of the avalanche are represented in Figures 2 , 3 and 4. 
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4. PLOTTING OPERATIONS 

Differences in the distances from the camera station to points on the avalanche resulted 
in large scale variations in each photograph. For relative orientation, a m ethod for oblique 
photographs (Schwidefsky, 1950) was therefore followed. The absolute orientation of the 
stereo-models was based on control points located directly around the avalanche path. 

A Zeiss C-8 Stereoplanigraph was used for the plotting operations. A plotting scale of 
I : 500 and a contour interval of I ·5 m. were selected. The plotting was done on dimension
ally stable, transparent material for comparing the maps of the various stages of the 
ava lanche. 

The section of the avalanche that was within 250 m. of the cameras could not be stereo
scopically observed because of the large base ratio. Plotting of this section was therefore not 
possible. 

Fig. I. Photogrammetric cameras mounted Oil special supports lIsed in avalanche research 
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Fig. 2. Release rif the avalanche 
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Fig. 3. Avalanche 18 · 4 sec. after its release 
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Fig. 4. Avalanche 29.2 sec. after its release 
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The following maps and profiles were made: 

(a ) A map of the slope before the ava lanche was released (Fig. 5) . This map was plotted 
from the stereo-photographs taken before the avalanche. On some photographs, the 
photographic image of the camera's instrument dials interfered with the image of the 
slope due to an error made when unloading the magazine. This accounts for the 
blank area in the lower right corner of the map. 

BEFORE AVAlANCHE 

' 0 IOO Mt lt fS 

~------------~--------------~ 

Fig. 5. Map of the slope before the release of the avalanche 
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(b) Maps of different stages of the avalanche. The map in Figure 6 was plotted from 
the photo pairs that were made at 4' 0 sec., I I' 2 sec. and 18· 4 sec. after the ava
lanche was released. Contour lines of the snow cloud at these instants are shown. 
This map was used in conjunction with the map in Figure 5 for determining the 
volumes of the snow cloud. 
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Fig. 6. Map of three difFerent stages of the avalanche 
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(c) A m ap of the slope after the avalanche (Fig. 7) . T his m a p was plotted from stereo
photographs taken after the avala nche. Phenom ena such as rocks, snowball tracks 
and ou tline of the avalanche path , which could be of interest in avalanche studies 
were plotted as well as the contour lines of the slope. 

Co,~ rOut I nl t r~ol I 5m 

50 100 Mf lfn L-__________ ~I __________ ~I 

Fig. 7. M ap of the slope after the avalanche 
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(d ) A map of the outlines of the avalanche front (Fig. 8). This map represents the 
position of the avalanche front at 1·8 sec. intervals between 4 sec. and 22 sec. after 
the release of the avalanche. It was used to determine the velocity at different stages 
of the avalanche. 

+ + 

+ 

. 
H ------® + 

OUTLINE OF ADVANCING AVALANCHE 

'0 100 Mt lr f S 

~------------~------------~, 

Fig. 8. Map of outlines of the avalanche front 

(f' ) A longitudinal profile and nine lateral profiles (Fig. 9). The maps of Figures 5, 6 
and 7 were used in plotting these profiles. Besides the slope before and after the 
avalanche, the outline of the snow cloud at 4.0,11.2 , and IS ·4sec. following the 
release of the avalanche is shown. The horizontal location of the profiles is given in 
Figure 6. 
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Front r itw 
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Fig. 9. Longitudinal and lateral profiles 

T he main error sources that affc:ct photogrammctric mapping are limi ted accuracy in 
the formation of the stereoscopic model and errors in th e actual plotting. 

The discrepancies between terrestria l and photogramm etric coord inates of the cont1'Ol 
points are an indication of model deformations. l\1aximum errors of J '4 m. in horizontal 
position a nd 0 · 8 m . in elevation were found. These deform ations affect the accuracy of the 
maps. However, for volume and velocity determination comparative m easurements are made 
in the different stereoscopic models and mode l d eformation s have limi ted effect when they 
are similar for these models. 

It was not possible to contro l model d eformations beyond certain limits. An attempt was 
therefore made to improve the relative accuracy of the stereo-models by making use of the 
fact that the orien tation of the cameras remained unchanged while the avalanche was 
photographed. Similar orientation elements could therefore in principle be accepted for the 
different stereo-models. These elements were determined by absolu te orientation of the first 
model by m eans of the ground control data. For the following models on ly small corrections 
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to the orientation elements were required to compensate for parallaxes, introduced by 
differences in centering the dia positives on the plate carriers. 

The rela tive accuracy of the different models was determined from coordina te readings. 
of the snow surface tha t was not distu rbed by the avalanche. For positions with selected x
a nd y -machine coordina tes the elevation of the snow surface a t bo th sides a nd in fron t of the 
avala nche was recorded for the different stereo-models. An average number of 4 7 of these 
poin ts were m easured in each m odel. After comp ensa ti ng for sm all system atic shifts of one 
model in rela tion to another, a standard error mh = 0 ·69 m . was found . 

T he precision of the plot t ing process was investigated by a repea ta bili ty test. The p rofil es 
shown in FigUloe 9 a nd constructed from con to ur lines of the snow surface and the ou tline 
of the snow cloud were used for this tes t. The plotting precision was d eterm ined by m easuri ng 
the elevations of the snow surface a nd the cloud a long these profiles in the stereoscopic m od el. 
T hese elevations were compa red wi th the p rofil es and from the discrepancies the following 
standa rd errors computed : for the snow surface mh = o' 15 m ., for the snow cloud mh = 
0·65 m. 

T hey cor respond with, respectively, o' 3 mm. and ,. 3 m m. at the sca le of the m a ps. 

6. VELOCITY DETERMINATION 

Velocities can be determined by photogra mmetric techniq ues when a moving obj ect is 
recorded in different pho to pa irs that a re ta ken with a known time in terval. 

In the case of a loose snow avalanch e, it is genera ll y not possible to identify certain 
details of the moving snow m ass in successive photogra phs. By compa tOing the position of th e 
avalanche fron t in d ifferen t ster'eo-pa itOs, its ve locity can be com puted. H owever, th is is not 
a true velocity as it is not at a ll sure whether the same snow mass is m easured in the d ifferent 
p hotographs. T his velocity is some times referred to as apparen t speed. I t was computed by 
measuring th e d istances between the m ost advanced parts of the avalanche front at di ffe rent 
stages of the ava la nche. These distan ces were m easured in th e m a in direction of th e snow 
movem en t. Velocities were com p u ted for the part of the ava lanche that was ma pped . T he 
horizo ntal, vertica l, and slope components a re shown in Fig Uloe 10. T heir numerical va lues 
are given in Table I. It appears that the a pparen t speed of the avalanche shows a wave-like 
fl uctuation desp ite the a lmost constan t slope angle. 

T h e accuracy of the velocities, is a ffected by the relat ive accuracy of the stereo-models 
a nd th e accuracy of th e time interval between the exposu res . The differen ces between the 
stereo-models, descri bed in Section 5, res ul t in a standa rd error of the avala nche speed 
ms = 0'4 m ./sec. 

T he time in terval of two successive exposu res was computed from the t ime record ed for 
the fi rs t a nd the last of a series of exposures taken wi th a constan t time in terval. T his time 
was recorded to the nearest second. A to ta l of 3 ' exposu res were mad e and a time in terval 
of, ·80 sec. was found, with an accuracy of a pproxima tely ± o' 06 sec. An error of o' 06 sec. 
in the time in terval resul ts in a n error of 0 ·6 m ./sec. for the maximum velocity that was 
measured for this avalan che. 

7. VOLUME D ETERMINATIO N 

7. I . Graphical method 

Volumes can be determined from the ma ps of different stages of the avalanche (Wild , 
' 954) . The volume of the snow cloud a t four different stages was determined from the m aps 
of the snow cloud and of the snow surface prio r to the avalan che. When one of these m a ps 
is superimposed over the other, it will be noti ced that the contour lines of the snow cloud 
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TABLE l. R ESULTS OF A VALANCHE VELOCITY D ETERMINATlONS 

T ime after Avalanche ve/ocilJ' 
NIodel release of Time Horizonlal Ve/lical Slo/)e 

no. avalanche interval com/)ollelll com/)onent componenl 
sec_ sec_ m_ /sec_ m_ /sec_ m_ /sec_ 

4 4- 0 
1-80 11 -8 10-4 15- 7 

5 5- 8 
1-80 14- 0 10-8 17- 7 

6 7 -6 
1-80 9- 2 7 - I 11-6 

7 9-4 
1- 80 8-5 6-2 10- 5 

8 11 -2 
1-80 12-4 10 -0 15-9 

9 13 -0 
1-80 11- 9 I I - 7 16-7 

10 14- 8 
1-80 7- 6 8-3 I 1-3 

11 16-6 
1- 80 10-4 C)-6 14 -2 

12 18-4 
1- 80 10-8 8 -4 13 -7 

13 20-2 

1-80 12· 1 8-2 14 6 
14 22-0 

3 00 m ot reo 

Slope 
angle 
deg_ 

42 

39 

39 

37 

35 

45 

44 

43 

4 1 

33 
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and the corresponding ones of the snow surface enclose a certain area. The cloud volume 
is then given by 

'1 - ) 

t = J 

where Vln is the volume in map scale, Si the surface enclosed by two corresponding contour 
lines, and h the contour interval in map scale. For the determination of the areas Si, a 
planimeter can be used. 

The average i (Si+ Si+l) is used for the volume determination. Consequently, Equation 
(I) is only an approximation as a linear interpo lation is made to defin e the snow surface 
between the contour lines. The contour interval has therefore to be sufficiently small in 
order to achieve a reasonable accuracy. 

The volume of the snow cloud at I' ·2, '4 .8, ,8·4 and 22·0 sec. after the release of the 
avalanche is given in Table H. 

TABLE II. VOLUME OF THE SNOW CLOUD D ETERMINED 

BY Two I NDEPENDENT METHODS 

Time aJter Volume oJ cloud 
Model release oJ CrajJhical Numerical 

no. avalanche method method 
sec. n1 .3 m .l 

8 11 ·2 10 100 8600 

10 14. 8 6800 6000 

12 18 ·4 7 000 7400 

14 22·0 12 700 13400 

The amounts of snow that are moved by th e avalanche can be determined by similar 
methods, using the contour maps of the slope before and after the occurrence of the avalanche. 
As a result of the fact that the avalanche used for our investigations was relatively small, only 
limited amounts of snow had been transported by the avalanche. Limitations upon the 
accuracy of the m ethod of volume determination meant that the volume could not be 
determined with a sufficient d egree of accuracy. These volumes are therefore not presented. 

7.2. Accura0' of graphical volume determination 

Graphical volume determination is affected primarily by errors in the position of the 
contour lines . An error in the position of the contour lines will influence the computed 
volume as follows: 

where mv is the standard error in map scale of the volume, me the standard error in map 
scale of the contour line position, h the contour interval in map scale, d the average width 
in map scale of the avalanche path, and n the number of contour lines used for volume 
determination. The standard error me depends on the deformation of one stereo-model In 

relation to another and on the errors made during the actual contouring process. 
The model deformations were determined and discussed in section 5 ; they amounted to 

a standard error mh = 0·69 m. ( '·5 mm. in the map scale). For an average slope angle of 
45 degrees this error affects the horizontal position of the contour lines by the sam e amount. 

The plotting precision was es tablished for the snow cloud contours by means of a repea t
ability test. A total of eleven different snow cloud contours was plotted ten times in both 
directions for this purpose. From the discrepancies for the same contour a standard error 
of 0 . 7 mm. in the plotting scale was found. 

The total effect of both the model deformations and the plotting accuracy is represented 
by a standard error m e = , ·6 mm. This value was used in Equation (2) and with h = 3 mm. 
d = 92 mm. n = 66, a standard error in map scale mv = 3590 mm. 3 was found for the snow 
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cloud volume. This error corresponds with 450 m ) in the terrain or 5 per cent of the average 
cloud volume given in Table n. 

3· 7· Numerical method 

A disadvantage in using the graphical m ethod of volume determination is that maps of 
every stage of the avalanche have to be produced before the volumes can be determined. 
This time-consuming operation can be avoided by a more direct numerical m ethod of 
volume determination. When spot elevations are determined accord ing to a grid pattern 
that is similar for the photographs taken before and during the avalanche, the volume of 
the snow cloud is expressed by: 

m - I H - I 

Wm,?! = SxSy ~ ~ H t; zX,y + t;ZX+l ,y + t; ZX,y+l + t;ZX+l,y+l ) 
x = o )/ = 0 

where Wm,n is the volume in scale of stereo-model over a block x = m, y = n, Sx, Sy the 
grid interval in the scale of the stereo-model in x - and y -directions respectively, and t;h x,y 
the difference of the eleva tion readings in the scale of the stereo-model of a grid intersection 
in two different stereo-pairs. A grid pattern that was parallel to the x, y coordinate axes of 
the stereo-plotter was used to determine the snow cloud volume from photographs taken 
before and during the avalanche. A grid interval of 3 ' 33 mm. in the scale of the stereo
model (5 m. on the terrain) was selected. 

The grid pattern was ex tended to the undisturbed snow layer on both sides and in front 
of the avalanche. Eleva tion readings of the undisturbed snow surface could therefore 
be compared for the different stereo-models and used to adjust for shifts of one model in relation 
to another. 

The volumes that were computed for the snow cloud at different stages of the avalanche 
are recorded in Table n. The differences between the results of the g raphical and numerical 
methods of volume determination are not larger than three times the combined standard 
error found for the two m ethods. 

7 ·4· Accurary of the numerical method 

The standard error of the snow cloud volume as d etermined by numerical m ethods was 
estimated from the discrepancies found in the spot elevations taken around the avalanche 
path in different models (mh = 0·69 m. ) . The following equation was used to compute the 
standard error of the volume as a result of these discrepancies. 

m ,. = SXsyn}m z (4) 
where m w is the standard error of the snow cloud volume in the scale of the stereo-model as 
a result of model deformations , mz the root-mean-square value in model scale of the dis
crepancies between different models, n the number of g rid squares, and Sx, Sy the grid 
interval in x- and y -directions in the scale of the stereo-model. 

An average of 275 grid squares was used for the determination of cloud volumes from 
photo pairs 8, 10, 12 and 14. U sing Equation (4), the standard error in the scale of the 
stereo-model of the snow cloud volume was found to be m w = 85' 7 mm. 3• This error 
corresponds with 290 m. 3 on the terrain and represents an error of 3 per cent of the average 
cloud volume. 

The effect of errors in setting the floating mark on the snow and snow cloud surfaces 
was a lso investigated . For the snow cloud , which was the most difficult for pointing, a 
standard error of 40 fJ-m. in the scale of the stel'eo-model was d etermined . The effect of the 
pointing accuracy on the volume determination can be computed using Equation (4) . A 
standard error of 25 m .3 representing o· 3 per cent of the cloud vo lume was found. This 
error is very small compared with the error tha t is caused by the discrepancies of the different 
models a nd its effect on the volume accuracy can be neglected . 
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8. DISCUSSION 

The information on snow avalanches that is presented in this report demonstrates that 
the photogrammetric technique has certain potential in this fi eld of research. 

The different stages of the avalanche were mapped and information on velocity and 
volume was ex tracted from the photogrammetric measurements. 

The accuracy that was obtained in this first experiment is som ewhat limited. Generally 
the numerical methods of vo lume determination were found to be more accurate than the 
graphical m ethods. Apart from the fact that the photographic quality and the choice of 
cameras are of particular importance, we expect therefore that analytical photogrammetry 
will offer certain advantages, both in accuracy and in time. The analytical plotter may 
prove to be a particularly useful instrument in this kind of study. 

M ore experiments have to be carried out to obtain a more complete p icture of the 
possibilities of photogrammetry in avalanche research. In pa rticular, the following points 
should be investigated. 

(a ) Photographic emulsions. Although a good photographic d efinition was obta ined using a 
black and white emulsion, the characteristics of other emulsions such as co lor and false 
color should be inves tigated . From experiments that were made in Alta in 1966 it was found 
that a very good photographic d efinition fOt' th e snow surface was obtained when these 
emulsions were used . It is therefore ex pected tha t color and false color emulsions offer cel"tain 
advantages in the interpre tation of the stereo-photographs. In particula r, the precision of the 
contouring process will be improved. 

(b) Stud)! of the final stages of the avalanche. It was not possible to plot the parts of the 
avala nche that cam e within a distance of 250 m. from the cameras. This was a result of the 
cameras being used at a la rge relative distance in order' to obta in a high accuracy for the 
initial stages of th e avalanche. D ep ending on the accuracy required a nd the dimensions of 
the avalanche, the use of a combina tion of more than two synchronized cameras should be 
considered. The initi a l stages of the avalanche could then be plotted from the photographs 
taken by the cameras that are placed a Jarge distance apart. Photographs taken by cameras 
installed at a shorter relative distance, would be used to plot the later stages of the avalanche. 

(c) Information on air turbulence. The study of a ir turbulence in and around the avalanche 
cloud is of extreme importance in avala nche research . This turbul ence contl"ibutes signi
ficantly to the destructive power of avala nches . Photogrammetry has been applied success
fu ll y to air velocity determination in wind tunnel tests. In avalanche studies also, the 
photogrammetric technique may offer important information in this respect. 

To record a ir movements on the photographs, it is necessary that artificial objects be 
carried by the air stream. A certain photographic p enetration into the ava lanche cloud is. 
required fOt' the proposed stud y. Consequently, the use of flares was examined for the experi
ments in Alta . In order to obtain a true picture of the air turbulence, these flares have to be 
extremely light or to be attached to balloons or parachutes. 

It was not possible to provide flares with a suffici ent long burning time that were light 
enough to be carried with the air stream. It was therefore decided to use parachutes . A 
container was prepared for each individua l flare- parachute combination. These containers 
were installed on the avalanche slope at heights ranging from I' 5 m. to 2 m. above the 
snow surface by m eans of poles. A small charge was placed in the container so that upon 
ignition the flare and parachute would be injected into the air stream. Ignition of this charge 
and the flare was done electrically by means of a special power supply. 

The burning time of the flares amounted to approximately 5 sec. which was sufficiently 
long to record the burning flare on at least two different photo pairs. When a flare is 
identified in different photo pairs that are taken with a known time interval , its velocity 
and direction of motion can be determined from its position in each photo pair. 
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As a result of unusual snow conditions which prevented the release of an avalanche 
during the field period in 1966, no final results are available for this experiment. We hope 
that the p roposed technique will create interes t among avalanche experts and photo
grammetrists and that further development of this idea may be seen in the near future. 
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